
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FleX model Width  Length Side Height Ridge Height 
Weight in 

kg. 
FleXbag 

FleXsteel 
w.Canopy 

FleXalu 
w. Canopy 

FleX 3x3 3,00 3,00 1,80 - 2,10 3,22 - 3,52 33 € 65,- € 558 € 700 

FleX 3x4,5 3,00 4,50 1,80 - 2,10 3,22 - 3,52 45 € 71,- € 700 € 843 

FleX 3x6 3,00 6,00 1,80 - 2,10 3,22 - 3,52 60 € 86,- € 843 € 986 

FleX 4x4 4,00 4,00 1,80 – 2,10  3,22 - 3,52 55 € 71,- € 772 € 914 

Flex 4x8 4,00 8,00 1,80 – 2,10 3,22 - 3,52 70 € 93,- € 1272 € 1414 

Specifications 

FleXtents FleXtents is the ultimate tent, usable for a multitude of activities. These tents are uniquely designed. 
The Flexframe-construction type, which makes them the most mobile at diverse system on the market. 
The construction method is a result of many years of tests and intense product development to create 
the most versatile solution. 

Usability  Events, shows, advertising campaigns, racing, market tents, party tents, or as a service tent. FleXtent 
is the most flexible solution on the market, with a plethora of accessories for an individual fitment. It is 
even possible to put several Flextents together by fitting a gutter rail between the canopies. 

Just FleX it.. The FleXtents construction method makes it very easy to put up anywhere. It takes less than a minute 
to put up, and your show-stand is up and running without the use of tools; simple and straight forward. 

Frame Light and robust Flex-construction, made available in a strong steel version or in an exclusive light 
weight aluminium version in top of the line quality. Just Flex it… 

Sides The tents can be supplied with sidewalls with zipper, whole sidewalls, sidewalls with a big panorama 
window and half sidewalls.  

Tarpaulin  Heavy duty 500 denier polyester surface with PVC coated backside and waterproof stitches. The 
whole tarpaulin is made from a flame retardant material which is accepted at most event fairs. 

Colours Add a bit of colour to your show. Flextents can be supplied I 12 optional colours black, dark blue, blue 
dark green, green, turquoise, red,  orange, gold, yellow and grey. Although it is no secret that white is 
our best selling colour. 

Anchoring   The tents can be supplied with weight discs, or additional ground pegs and storm kit. 
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FleXtents accessories 
 

Sidewalls 3,00 metres wide 4,00 metres wide 4,50 metres wide 

    

Standard  
€ Pr. pcs. 

72,- 86,- 93,- 

 

With Zipper 
 € Pr. pcs. 

79,- 93,- 107,- 

 

Low sidewall 
€ Pr. pcs. 

93,- 107,- 114,- 

    

Panorama 
Window 
€ Pr. pcs. 

93,- 107,- 114,- 

Accessories    

 

Storm kit 
 

Set of 4pcs. 
€ 36,- 

 

Ground pegs  
 

Set  
€ Pr. pcs. 

3,6 
 

Carrying bag 
 

€ 65,- to €93,- 
Depending on 

size 

 

Weight discs 
 

7kg Pr. pcs. 
€ 33,- 

 

Crossbar 
 

3m 
€ 34,- 

 

All Prices is excl. TAX and delivery. We can supply day to day delivery, if items are in stock. 
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FleXpromotion 

 

FleXtents is a unique advertising spot, which sells any product or message; this is how we will describe the possibilities for 
utilizing the add-spaces on the Flextents. The right angled sides is perfect for logos an advertising messages which needs to 
be marketed on show/events or I the city streets. Create attention on sell your message with this solution which is  
guaranteed to attract a lot of attention, where ever you decide to use it. 
Addvertising department. 
We can offer silk printing on the over hang and roof section on all of our tents and bespoke banners, or digitally printed  
sidewalls produced specifically for that one job. So in other words whatever if you need one side with logo or a complete  
tent with different messages, please contact us for a solution that is guaranteed to work.  
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